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Abstract

This paper explores the �scal implications of immigration to the US� and argues that immi�
gration policy should be viewed as a vital part of �scal policy� In particular� a case is made
that skills and age at the time of arrival are of great importance for the cost�bene�t calcu�
lation of new immigrants� Using a calibrated general equilibrium overlapping generations
model� which explicitly accounts for key di�erences between immigrants and natives� Social
Security and the demographic transition� I investigate if an immigration policy reform alone
could resolve the �scal problems associated with the ageing of the baby boom generation� I
�nd that such policies exist and are characterized by increased in�ows of working�age high�
and medium�skilled immigrants� One particular feasible policy involves admitting ��� million
	
�		 year old high�skilled immigrants annually� compared to a total of ��� million today�
In contrast� an income tax hike of 	�	� points would be required if future �scal problems
were to be solved by a once and for all tax reform� To further illuminate the �scal impact
of immigration� I compute the net government gain� in present value terms� of admitting
one additional immigrant� This �gure varies considerably with age and skills and reaches
a maximum of seven times GNP per capita for high�skilled 	
�		 year old immigrants� In
contrast� new immigrants represent� on average� a small net gain of ��	

� or 
�� times GNP
per capita�



� Introduction

Fiscal e�ects of immigration has been a central issue in the heated public debate on im�

migration in the US� The impact of immigration on public co�ers is potentially very large�

since the �ow of immigrants is so strong � about ��� million per year � and the newcomers are

quite di�erent from Americans� In particular� immigrants are much younger� have a more

widespread skill distribution and� on average� have higher fertility than natives�

The age and skills of new immigrants are of special importance since public expenditures

are highly age dependent �schools� Social Security� etc�� and individual earnings� and thus

tax contributions� are closely tied to skills and age� The US population is ageing and future

Social Security payments represent a signi�cant liability for the government �see e�g� Aaron�

Bosworth� � Burtless �������� Combining this future liability with a shrinking tax base and

current budget de�cits� a future with higher taxes and fewer public services seems inevitable�

However� since most new immigrants are young � more than 	
� of the new legal immigrants

who came during ���
����� were between �
 and �	 years old � immigration might alleviate

some of the future �scal burden�

The aim of this paper is to quantify the �scal impact of immigration and� in particular�

explore the role of age and skills of new immigrants� To this end� I compute the net gov�

ernment gain� in present value terms� of admitting one additional immigrant� conditional on

skills and age at the time of immigration� Moreover� I explore if immigration policy alone

could be used as an instrument to balance the budget and avoid �scal reform altogether�

Immigration can be expected to a�ect the government budget through several channels�

An in�ow of working�age immigrants should initially increase tax revenues per capita and

reduce government debt and government expenditures per capita� When immigrants retire�

the impact on tax revenues and expenditures will presumably be reversed� Moreover� the

government budget is a�ected through changes in prices due to a rise in the labor�capital

ratio �assuming capital does not �ow into the country in response to immigration�� A higher

labor to capital ratio typically increases interest rates and decreases wages� Higher interest

rates� in turn� raise the cost of servicing the public debt� and a fall in wages is likely to

reduce tax revenues� since most taxes are collected from labor under the US tax system�

Quantifying the relative strengths of these e�ects requires a general equilibrium analysis in

an overlapping generations model�

The framework is a dynamic equilibrium model of population transition� closely related to

Auerbach � Kotliko� ������� The population distribution adjusts in response to ageing and

changes in immigration and fertility� Fertility follows an exogenous process� while mortality

is taken to be constant� Immigration is given by an immigration policy determining the age

and skill structure and the annual in�ow of new immigrants� Natives and immigrants in the

model economy di�er in age� skills� and fertility� Immigrants are� in addition� di�erentiated
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by age at the time of immigration and by their legal status� Fiscal policy is exogenously given

and consists of a payroll tax� an income tax� a transfer system that explicitly incorporates

Social Security� and an age�speci�c rule for public consumption� The role of the government

is to jointly determine income taxes and an immigration policy such that the exogenous

spending policy is feasible� meaning that the present value of government assets and tax

revenues equals the present value of future expenditures�

I show that immigration policies which would remove the need for a future �scal reform do

exist and are characterized by increased in�ows of working�age high� and medium�skilled

immigrants� Moreover� I compute the smallest increase in annual immigration required to

balance the budget� given that the government is free to choose the distribution of age

and skills of new immigrants� while restricted to keeping the current tax and spending

policies unchanged� This minimum change involves increasing annual immigration from


�		� to 
���� of the population� or about ��� million� provided all new immigrants are

high�skilled and 	
�		 years old� Admitting adult immigrants but excluding their children

may not be politically feasible� however� If immigrants were instead admitted in family units�

the minimum number of immigrants required would increase to ��
�� of the population

annually � assuming the head of the family to be high�skilled and 	��	� years old� While

admitting ��� million immigrants annually might seem like a considerable change of policy�

it is illuminating to contrast this to an alternative �scal reform� income taxes would have

to increase by 	�	� points if one opted for changing taxes instead of immigration policy or

government expenditures� Thus� it seems sensible to consider at least marginal immigration

policy reforms as part of a larger �scal reform package�

These �ndings are driven by the following results� Under the current �scal policy and the

immigration policy outlined above� the discounted value of future tax receipts less govern�

ment expenditures associated with an additional immigrant varies considerably with age and

skills and reaches a maximum of ����


� or seven times GNP per capita� for high�skilled

immigrants who arrive when they are 	
�		 years old� This includes the cost of future descen�

dants� The average NPV of representative high�� medium�� and low�skilled legal immigrants

are found to be ���


� ���


� and ����


� respectively� which yields a net average gov�

ernment gain of admitting new legal immigrants of a mere ��	

� In comparison� the NPV

of a newborn native is ����


�

All age pro�les of NPV for new immigrants are hump�shaped and peak between �� and 		

years old� The timing of the peak is robust to several changes in the model setup� due to

a basic trade�o� between a longer remaining working life on the one hand� and a smaller

number of new children on the other� Abstracting from the cost of future children would

increase the average discounted gain by �
�


 and make the age pro�les peak earlier� If�

alternatively� family migration is considered �immigrants bringing existing children when

immigrating�� the maximum NPV falls to �	
�


 per 	� year old high�skilled heads of

�



household�

Return migration � immigrants returning to their respective source countries � is explicitly

accounted for and� indeed� the rate of emigration matter for immigrants� discounted contri�

bution to public co�ers the way one might expect� the NPV of new immigrants increases

in the return migration rate for most age�skill groups except for ��	� year old high�skilled

immigrants and ���		 year old medium�skilled immigrants�

I also propose a method for incorporating general equilibrium e�ects when evaluating the

NPV contribution of new immigrants� and �nd the price e�ects to be quantitatively impor�

tant� the maximum NPV� for instance� decreases with ��� once price e�ects are taken into

consideration�

To the extent that one is willing to consider using the immigration policy for enriching

public co�ers� the paper o�ers several immediate policy implications� Primarily� the analysis

suggests which groups of immigrants to target� if the aim is to maximize the public co�er

contribution per immigrant� For instance� the Canadian �point system� for allocating visas

to prospective immigrants favors skilled immigrants in the age group �
�	
� My calculations

suggest� however� that focusing on high�skilled immigrants in the age bracket �
�	� would

make more sense if maximizing public gain is the objective� as the NPV of high�skilled

immigrants between 	
 and 	� far exceeds that of �
��	 year old high�skilled immigrants�

Moreover� the results indicate that the discounted government cost of new illegal immi�

grants can be as large as �	�


 per immigrant� compared with ���


 for legal low�skilled

immigrants� If curbing illegal immigration is infeasible� these results suggest that convert�

ing young illegal immigrants to legal ones� along the lines of the ���� IRCA legislation� is

bene�cial� provided the �ow of illegal immigrants is not a�ected by this amnesty policy�

Finally� I �nd that return migration decreases the discounted contribution of high�skilled

immigrants under �
� Thus� policies which lower the return migration probability for this

group might improve public �nances� Straightforward examples of such reforms would be to

make the rules for allocating visas and green cards to immigrants already working in the US

less strict� and to automatically grant green cards to foreign students upon graduation�

It is important to stress� however� that cash�maximizing immigration policy reforms should

be seen as complements to the more traditional humanitarian immigration policy objectives�

Improved public �nances is precisely what widens the scope for pursuing� say� liberal refugee

policies�

Despite the strong implications of immigration for public �nance� surprisingly few studies

address the cost�bene�t aspect of immigration� One vein of the literature has focused on

computing net government surplus in a particular year of all immigrants currently residing

in the host country� Borjas ����	�� Huddle ����	� and Passel ����	� have made such calcu�
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lations for the US� This approach has several serious shortcomings� First� an annual surplus

or de�cit cannot be interpreted as a net government gain on immigration since current ex�

penditures and revenues will change as a function of the age structure� Second� payments

occurring later in the life of an immigrant should be discounted more heavily than earlier

ones� Thus� simply adding all revenues and expenditures assign too much weight on old age

payment streams�

Some of these problems are partly alleviated in Simon ����	� and Akbari ������� In a par�

ticular year� they compute tax revenues and government expenditures directly associated

with di�erent immigration cohorts� These are used as a stand�in for a time pro�le of net

bene�ts which� in turn� is discounted to get a crude measure of the �net public gain�� In

addition to the severe inference problems associated with a constantly changing age pro�le

of new immigrants� these studies ignore population dynamics� Social Security and the gen�

eral equilibrium interaction between immigrants and an ageing population� Descendants of

immigrants are also omitted from the analysis�

The dynamic �scal policy literature addresses the above population dynamics and general

equilibrium issues by explicitly accounting for demographics and �scal policy in a dynamic

equilibrium framework� see e�g� Auerbach � Kotliko� ������� Some studies� e�g� Auerbach�

Kotliko�� Hagemann� � Nicoletti ������� include immigration as part of an exogenous de�

mographic process� but immigrants are not distinguished from natives� and they make no

attempts to explore the impact of the immigration policy�

To my knowledge� Bonin� Ra�elh�uschen� �Walliser ������ is the only alternative study which

includes dynamic e�ects of immigration� They perform a partial equilibrium generational

accounting exercise for Germany� and con�rm a positive �scal impact of high�skilled young

immigrants� In their setting immigration policy reform cannot shore up the need for a future

�scal reform in Germany� however�

The paper then proceeds as follows� The model economy and the competitive equilibrium

are de�ned in Section � and Section �� and Section 	 describes the numerical solution� The

parameterization of the economy is discussed in Section �� and the results are reported in

Section �� Section � concludes�

� The model

��� Population process and heterogeneity

The economy is populated by agents who live a maximum of I periods� Agents di�er in age�

skills� legal status �native� legal immigrant� or illegal immigrant�� and� if an immigrant� the

age at the time of immigration� The �type� of an agent is denoted by �i� q� l�m�� where i

	



is age� q is skill� l is legal status� and m � M is the age at the time of immigration �where

natives have m � ��� The key di�erence between natives and legal immigrants in the model

is in terms of labor productivity and fertility� Note that the productivity of immigrants is

strongly in�uenced by education and age at time of immigration� see e�g� Friedberg �������

The immigrants� skills �or education� take on three values� q � f�� �� �g� or low�skilled�

medium�skilled and high�skilled� Skills are exogenous and do not change during an agent�s

lifetime� For simplicity� the skills of natives are assumed to be homogenous �conditional on

age�� so q � 
 for natives�

The labels of legal status are l � 
 for natives� l � � for legal immigrants� and l � � for

illegal immigrants� Distinguishing immigrants by legal status is important because illegal

immigrants might be very di�erent from legal immigrants with respect to their impact on

public co�ers� Moreover� illegal immigration constitutes a substantial share of the migration

to the US �Fix � Passel ����	���

Children of immigrants� born after their parents immigrated� are considered as natives� As

natives are homogenous� this implicitly assumes the skills of second�generation immigrants

to be independent of the skills of their parents� Following Lee ����	� and R��os�Rull �������

the birth process is modeled as ���������t �
P

i�q�l�m �i�q�l�m�i�q�l�m�t � yt� where �i�q�l�m�t is the

measure of type �i� q� l�m� agents in period t� ���������t is the number of newborn natives at

time t� �i�q�l�m are type�speci�c fertility rates averaged over time� and yt is a deterministic

process� Note that there is no uncertainty about future fertility� Agents do face longevity

uncertainty� however� Conditional on being alive at age i� the probability of surviving to age

i� � for a type �i� q� l�m� agent is si�q�l�m�

A certain immigration policy is chosen by the government and determines the number and

age composition of new legal immigrants as a function � of the state of the economy� I assume

that the government cannot alter the �ow of illegal immigrants� There are numerous ways of

specifying the possible immigration policies� I focus on a very simple type of policies where

the in�ow of each age and skill group is some �xed fraction of the size of the population�

Empirical studies have documented that as many as ����
� of the new immigrants return

to their respective home countries within ten years after their �rst arrival to the US �see

Borjas � Bratsberg ������� Jasso � Rosenzweig ������� and Warren � Peck ����
��� As

these authors point out� the process of return migration might have complex interactions

with economic performance in the host country� To keep the analysis transparent� however� I

abstract from this possibility and simply assume that the probability of return migration� �j�

only depends on the spell in the host country �where j stands for years since immigration��

To further simplify the problem� I assume that the agents who return migrate will face the

same transfers� taxes and returns to their skills in their home countries as they would have

faced in the host country �so immigrants do not have to take the event of return migration

�



into consideration��

��� Preferences� technology� government� and market structure

Agents derive utility from a standard consumption good and leisure� Preferences are time

separable� The instantaneous utility takes the form u�c� � � n�� where c is the current

consumption� n is the time spent working in the market� and u��� � � n� and u�c� �� are

strictly concave and increasing� Agents younger than age � are de�ned as children� Children

do not work and consume only the transfers they get from the government� Furthermore�

agents do not care about their children and have no bequest motives� although they will end

up leaving accidental bequests� At a certain age� all agents retire� Immigrants and natives

have identical preferences� A type m agent maximizes her expected lifetime utility� given by

max
fct�ntg

E
IX

t�maxfm��g

�tu�ct� nt� � max
fct�ntg

IX
t�maxfm��g

�t	i�q�l�m u�ct� nt� ���

subject to the intertemporal budget constraints� 	i�q�l�m is the unconditional probability for

an agent of type m of being alive at age i �so 	m�q�l�m � � and 	i�q�l�m �
Qi��

j�m sj�q�l�m�� Agents

get zero utility when dead�

Output in period t is given by a standard constant return to scale production function

ztf�Kt� Nt� with aggregate labor Nt and capital Kt as inputs� The level of the technolog�

ical progress� zt� is growing at a deterministic rate� Output is used for consumption and

investment in new capital� Labor productivity of an agent is measured in equally produc�

tive e ciency units� which implies that native and immigrant labor are perfect substitutes�

Aggregate labor input in period t� Nt� is the sum of e ciency units supplied by agents� i�e�

Nt �
P

i�q�l�m ei�q�l�m ni�q�l�m�t �i�q�l�m�t� where ni�q�l�m�t is time spent working� ei�q�l�m is the num�

ber of labor e ciency units for agents of type �i� q� l�m�� and� again� �i�q�l�m�t is the measure

of type �i� q� l�m� agents in period t� Accordingly� the only role of skills is to increase the

number of e ciency units� Firms rent labor and capital on spot markets at a given wage

rate Wt and a net rental rate Rt and the �rms solve

max
K�N

fztf�K�N�� �Rt � 
�K �WtNg ���

where 
 is the depreciation rate for capital�

Fiscal policy is given exogenously and consists of a tax rule� a public spending rule� and a

transfer rule that includes Social Security and other government transfer programs� The tax

rule speci�es a constant payroll tax rate �S� and a constant tax rate � on capital and labor

income �net of payrolls tax�� Natives and legal immigrants are taxed at the same rates�

�



Illegal immigrants di�er from their legal counterparts in that they pay no taxes and receive

no government transfers� They are assumed� however� to incur public consumption at the

same rate as their legal counterparts� Taxation of transfers will be dealt with below�

Public consumption is given by a rule determining government purchases of goods and ser�

vices as a function of population and time�

Gt � �� � !�
t
X
i�q�l�m

gi �i�q�l�m�t ���

where gi is government consumption per agent of age i in period zero and ! is the rate of

growth in GNP per capita in steady state� Conditioning the incidence of public consumption

on age is important since large components of government purchases of goods and services are

age dependent �e�g� the schooling system�� A possible link between government consumption

and skills and legal status is more ambiguous� however� so I have chosen to stick to the simpler

rule� The speci�cation of Gt in ��� implies that growth in total government consumption

are driven by demographic changes and long run growth in GNP per capita� Since the

immigration policy speci�es immigration as a fraction of the population� the population

structure will converge to a steady state over time� which implies that the long�run growth

rate of GNP will eventually coincide with !� the long�run growth rate in G� In the calibrated

version of the economy� the growth rate of GNP will be lower than ! during the �rst periods�

however� I will return to this in Section ��

The government pays Social Security bene�ts consisting of old age insurance �OAI�� sur�

vivors� insurance �SI�� disability insurance �DI�� and Medicare �consisting of hospital insur�

ance �HI�� and supplementary medical insurance �SMI��� OAI bene�ts are paid to retired

agents only� An individual�s OAI transfer is a function h��� of her average indexed monthly

earnings �AIME� during her time in the work force� I model the SI� DI and HI bene�ts as

age�speci�c lump sum transfers �i� The SMI program currently receives large subsidies from

the federal government� and the subsidy part of SMI bene�ts is modeled as part of �i� All

other government transfer programs� including welfare payments� unemployment insurance�

etc�� are lumped together as part of �i�

This speci�cation abstracts from possible di�erences between immigrants and natives in

the utilization of government transfer programs� Borjas � Hilton ������ document that

immigrants have a higher participation rate in welfare programs than natives� Fix� Passel� �

Zimmermann ������ argue that these di�erences are explained by the higher welfare program

participation rate among refugees and retired immigrants �who� presumably� do not qualify

for Social Security bene�ts�� My focus� however� is on labor migrants� working�age legal

immigrants who will most likely qualify for Social Security when old� Moreover� my measure

of �i encompasses all government transfers �net of OAI�� including programs where natives

may well have a higher participation rate� like unemployment insurance or the SI part of
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Social Security� Canada� where labor immigrants are explicitly targeted� has a lower welfare

participation rate among immigrants than among natives �Baker � Benjamin ��������

Agents qualify for full Social Security bene�ts after having contributed for ten years� and

residence in the US while retired is not a requirement for collecting bene�ts� Let "�i�q���m�t

denote the number of living return migrated legal immigrants of type �i� q�m� who qualify

for full Social Security bene�ts� let "�i be their lump sum transfers� and assume that only a

fraction � of these actually collect their bene�ts� Social Security bene�ts are partly taxable

above a certain �oor� and the function ��� returns the part of bene�ts that is subject to

income taxation� The aggregate Social Security bene�ts and other government transfers in

period t can then be computed as

Tt �
�X

l��

X
i�q�m

�
�i�q�l�m�t

�
�� � !�t�i � h�di�q�l�m�t�

�
�

� � "�i�q�l�m�t

�
�� � !�t"�i � h�di�q�l�m�t�

�o
�	�

where di�q�l�m�t is the AIME of an agent �i� q� l�m� in period t� The total tax revenues are

given by

Revenuest � ��� ��� �S������ � � �S����Wt
"Nt � �Rt

"At �

� �
�X

l��

X
i�q�m


�
�� � !�t�i � h�di�q�l�m�t�

�
�i�q�l�m�t ���

where "Nt and "At are aggregate labor input and private �nancial wealth of natives and

legal immigrants� respectively� �so "Nt �
P�

l��

P
i�q�m ei�q�l�m ni�q�l�m�t �i�q�l�m�t�� Bene�ts paid

to return migrated immigrants are not subject to taxation and are therefore absent in ����

Note that the employer part of Social Security contributions is tax deductible�

Budget de�cits are �nanced by increases in government bonds Bt� Bonds are held by private

agents and evolve according to

Bt�� � Bt�� �Rt��Revenuest � Tt �Gt� ���

There are no annuities markets in the economy� so the agents face the risk of dying with

positive wealth� Each period accidental bequests are donated to newborn natives in a lump

�



sum xt� which is given by

xt �
�X

l��

X
q�m

IX
i�m

��� �i�m������ si�q�l�m�ai�q�l�m�t

�i���q�l�m�t��

���������t
�

�
IX

i��

��� si�������ai�������t
�i�������t��
���������t

���

where ai�q�l�m�t and ai���q�l�m�t�� are the agent�s wealth in period t and t��� respectively� The

�rst term in the numerator is total accidental bequests left by natives� and the second term

is accidental bequests left by immigrants who did not migrate back before dying� The wealth

of a one year old native is xt� while immigrants are assumed to bring no wealth with them

when they �rst immigrate� The only portfolio constraint is that agents of age I �who will die

for sure� cannot leave negative bequests� The budget constraint for agent �i� q� l�m��where

l � �� can then be written recursively as

ci�q�l�m�t � ai���q�l�m�t�� � Wt ei�q�l�m ni�q�l�m�t��� �S������ � � �S��� � ���

��� � !�t�i � h�di�q�l�m�t�� � 
�
�� � !�t�i � h�di�q�l�m�t�

�
� �� � ��� � �Rt�ai�q�l�m�t�

In contrast� the recursive budget constraint for an illegal immigrant �i� q� �� m� is

ci�q���m�t � ai���q���m�t�� � Wt ei�q���m ni�q���m�t � �� �Rt�ai�q���m�t� ���

Finally� note that agents who emigrate bring their savings� and that total remittances at the

end of period t are

RMt �
X
i�q�l�m

ai���q�l�m�t�� �i�m�� �i�q�l�m�t� ��
�

This model speci�cation abstracts from nonrival public goods and congestion e�ects �scarce

public capital diluted by new immigrants�� as I see the parsimonious constant return to scale

economy as a conservative benchmark for the �scal e�ects of immigrants� I will� however�

consider the sensitivity of the results to the inclusion of a nonrival public good� One feature

of the existing model which does capture a public good element of immigration is that

the per capita government debt falls as immigration increases� As the model abstracts from

government�owned physical capital� parts of government consumption� gi� can be interpreted

as a stand�in for replenishing government capital per agent of age i� Thus� a potentially

increased pressure for public investments due to increased immigration is captured in the

model� as government consumption rises one for one with new immigrants�

�



� Equilibrium

Given initial conditions for the debt B�� the error term of the fertility process y�� and the

distributions of assets a�� past average earnings d� and population �� and "��� an equilibrium

is de�ned as a sequence

fWt� Rt� Nt� Kt� Bt� RMt� xt�fni�q�l�m�t� ci�q�l�m�t� ai�q�l�m�t� di�q�l�m�t� �i�q�l�m�t� "�i�q�l�m�tg
I
i�m�q�l�mg

�
t���

a tax rate � � and an immigration policy rule �� such that the following holds

a� The rental prices for labor and savings� Wt and Rt� clear the markets for capital and

labor in period t� i�e� prices equal marginal productivities�

�ztf�Kt� Nt�

�K
� Wt ����

�ztf�Kt� Nt�

�N
� Rt � 
 ����

where 
 is the rate of depreciation�

b� The goods market clears every period�

ztf�Kt� Nt� � ��� 
�Kt � Kt�� �RMt �Gt �
X
i�q�l�m

�i�q�l�m�t ci�q�l�m�t ����

where Gt and RMt satisfy ��� and ��
��

c� For every q� l�m and t � 
� the sequence

fci�q�l�m�t�i��� ni�q�l�m�t�i��� ai�q�l�m�t�i��� di�q�l�m�t�i��g
I
i�m solves

max
fcj �njg

IX
j��m

�j	i�q�l�m u�cj� nj� ��	�

subject to ��������� if the agent is not an illegal immigrant �l � ��� and subject to

��������� if the agent is an illegal immigrant �l � ��� where

am �

�
xt if native


 otherwise
����

aj�� � �cj �Wt�j�m ei�q�l�m nj��� �S������ � � �S��� � ����

� �� � ��� � �Rt�j�m�aj � �� � !�
t�j � h�dj�� � 

�
�� � !�t�j � h�dj�

�
aI�� � 
 ����

d� � 
 ����

dj�� � dj � ei�q�l�mnj ����

�




nj � 
 � j � R and j � � ��
�

cj � �j � j � � ����

and

am � 
 ����

aj�� � Wt�j�� ei�q���m nj �Rt�j�m aj � cj � j � � ����

aI�� � 
 ��	�

dj � 
 � j � � ����

nj � 
 � j � � and j � retirement ����

cj � 
 � j � �� ����

d� Bequests per newborn native� xt� satisfy ����

e� The government policy ��� �� is feasible� in the sense that current government debt

equals the net present value of future surplus�

B� �
�X
t��

fRevenuest �Gt � Ttg �� �R�� #
t
j��

�

� �Rj

����

where Gt� Tt� and Revenuest are given by ��� to ����

f� The sequence of government debt is generated by the government�s short�term budget

constraint ����

g� Aggregate capital Kt is a function of individual asset holdings and government debt�

Kt �
X
i�q�l�m

�i�q�l�m�t ai�q�l�m�t � Bt� ����

h� The population sequences ff�i�q�l�m�tg
I
i�m�q�l�mg

�
t�� and ff"�i�q�l�m�tg

I
i�m�q�l�mg

�
t�� are gen�

erated by ��� "��� y�� �� and the mortality� fertility� and return migration processes�

� Numerical solution

For a given set of initial conditions� the numerical problem is to �nd an immigration policy

and an associated �xed point for the interest rate sequence such that the resulting allocations

satisfy the equilibrium conditions� The model is solved by using a method related to the

Auerbach � Kotliko� ������ approach� In a nutshell� the idea is to iterate on the immigration

policy and� for every iteration� solve for the equilibrium price sequence fRtg
���
t��� given initial

��



conditions� Solving for the equilibrium price sequence fRtg
���
t�� is itself a �xed point problem

which requires a series of iterations� A key assumption is that the economy is in steady state

after a large number of periods� �

 in this case�� More formally� the methodology is to

�� Choose an initial immigration policy �� i�e� an age and skill structure of new immi�

grants and an annual in�ow of such immigrants as a fraction of the total population�

�� Compute the steady state interest rate R�
� associated with �� This involves solving

numerically for a set of nonlinear equations in marginal utilities and the labor�capital

ratio�

�� Compute the temporary equilibrium sequence R��� � fR��tg
���
t��� de�ned as the equi�

librium price sequence up to period �

 conditional on �� and an interest rate R�
�

after period �

� This requires that equilibrium conditions a��h� are satis�ed for every

period t � f�� � � � � �

g� Solving for R��� involves a series of iterations in order to �nd

a �xed point� A new guess of R��� is generated as an average of the previous guess�

R���� say� and the price sequences implied by the decision rules that would prevail if

R���� were the true equilibrium price sequence�

	� Check if quantities ffci�q�l�m����� ni�q�l�m����� di�q�l�m����g
I
i�m�q�l�m� B���g equal their counter�

parts in the steady state associated with �� If so� an equilibrium is found� If not�

change � and return to ���

� Parameterization of the model economy

The model economy is calibrated to US data and Table � contains a listing of the key choices�

��� Population parameters

The length of a period in the model is taken to be �ve years� Each agent retires after period

�� and might live until period �� �i�e� agents retire at �� and die before �
�� The mortality

rates of natives and immigrants are assumed to be identical� �xed at the ���� US levels�

This implies a life expectancy of �� years at birth� Since many immigrants originate from

countries where tropical diseases are common� a case could be made for immigrants having

higher mortality than natives� Shorter longevity would increase net government bene�t from

immigration so the equal mortality assumption is a conservative benchmark�

� The economies converge well before the time horizon� After �� periods� which correspond to ��� years�
the annualized rate of return on capital in the benchmark immigration reform economy� is only �� basispoints
away from its steady state value� and the di�erence is smaller forever thereafter�

��



Recall that the birth process is modeled as ���������t �
P

i�q�l�m �i�q�l�m�i�q�l�m�t � yt� The age�

speci�c average fertility rates �i������ for natives are estimated by averaging over the ���
���

time period� This implies a �nal total fertility rate of ����� compared with ���� in the middle

U�S� Bureau of the Census ������ projections and ���
 in the SSA middle projections �Bell

�������� Storesletten ������ estimates immigrant women�s fertility using data from the ���


and ���
 Census� and parameters �i�q�l�m are set accordingly�
� Lee ����	� found that the error

term yt in the above birth process can be represented by an AR��� process using US data

from ���� to ����� This speci�cation also �tted well for the ���
��
 period� The estimated

coe cients are �� � ���� and �� � �
���� The standard deviation of the white noise in the

regression is 
���� of the population and R� is 
���� In the model� yt is assumed to follow

a deterministic version of the estimated AR��� process� with the ���� values of the process

as a starting point and shutting down future shocks�

Return migration appears to be quite high in the �rst years after immigration but then to

decline sharply over time� For instance� Warren � Peck ����
� �nd that ��� of the ���
�

�
 cohort of new immigrants and ���� of the immigrants in ���
 had emigrated from the

US by April �� ���
� As an approximation of the return migration process� I assume that

the unconditional return migration rate� �t� is high during the �rst ��ve�year� period and

constant thereafter� This emigration process apply to all immigrants� Using the ��� and

���� measurements of Warren � Peck ����
� I �nd that �� � ���
�� and �t � ����� for

all t �� ��� The e�ect of this return migration process is illustrated in Figure ��

�Figure � about here�

All alternative immigration policies considered in this paper constitute increased in�ows�

relative to the status quo immigration policy� of one or several groups of legal immigrants� I

measure the status quo immigration policy� unconditional on legal status� as the distribution

of age and skills of immigrants enumerated in the ���
 Census who immigrated during

�The average ve	year fertility rate between ���� and ���� for a group �i� q�m� is estimated as ��i�q�m �
�NCi���q�m����� �NCi���q�m��������� where NCi�q�m�t is the number of children per female in group �i� q�m�
in year t� based on the �� PUMS les in the ���� and ���� Censuses� Recall that a time period is ve
years� so those who are i periods old in ���� are i � � in ����� Footnote � describes how areas of origin
have been aggregated over� This approach implies that the fertility of high	skilled immigrants is about the
same as that of high	skilled natives� while the fertility of medium	 and low	skilled immigrants is about ���
higher than that of their native counterparts� Note that if native fertility were identied using the same
approach� the estimate ��i������ would deviate from the estimate �i������ above �the average fertility over the
����	�� time period� based on birth data�� Accordingly� the estimates of immigrant fertility are amended

to �i�q�m � ��i�q�m � ��i������ � �i������� Legal status is not identied in the data� so I assume legal and illegal
immigrants to have the same fertility� conditional on education� age� and age at time of immigration �thus�
�i�q�l�m � �i�q�m for l � f�� �g��

�The return migration rates were computed in the following way� I assume that the low emigration rate
applies for all immigrants present in ����� so ������������ � ������� and �� � �� � ������ Moreover� if the
total emigration rate during the rst two periods �ten years� is ��� and a fraction ��� of the ����	�� cohorts
of immigrants came in the rst ve	year period� then the equation �������������������������������� �
�� ����� identies �� � �������

��



��������
� This implies an annual in�ow of immigrants of 
�		� of the population� or ���

million in the �rst period� The annual in�ow of illegal immigrants currently constitute about

�

�


� or 
���� of the population� �Fix � Passel ����	��� and I assume this fraction to be

constant over time� The distribution of skills among illegal immigrants will be dealt with

below�

Note that the status quo population process implies a lower future dependency ratio �retirees

per worker�� after �
�
� than the standard alternative projections� For instance� the status

quo case projects a maximum dependency ratio in �
�� of 
���� �and 
���� eventually��

compared to 
���� in �
�� �and 
�	�� eventually� for the SSA projections� This discrepancy

is due to higher mortality rates� more immigration� and higher fertility rates �after the year

�


�� in the status quo population process than what is assumed in the SSA projections�

Higher fertility rates will� as we shall see later� worsen the future �scal burden� while higher

mortality rates will alleviate the problems� Thus� in Section ���� I explore the sensitivity of

the results to increased life expectancy�

��� Preferences

Preferences are standard� The instantaneous utility of any agent takes the form

u�ct� nt� �
�c�t ��� nt�

�������

�� �
��
�

This functional form implies a unit elasticity of substitution between consumption and

leisure� which is motivated by fairly constant annual hours worked per household in the

postwar period� The parameter � is set to 
���� R��os�Rull ������ �nds that this value

yields life cycle patterns of agents� work e�ort consistent with US data� The inverse of the

intertemporal elasticity of substitution� �� is set at 	 since a period in the model is fairly

long� The time preference parameter � is set to ��
�� �annualized�� based on estimates from

Hurd ������� Note that a more conventional discount rate is obtained when � is multiplied

with the survival probabilities�

��� Technology and e�ciency unit pro	les

Accounting for the di�erences in labor productivity between natives and immigrants is crucial

when quantifying the e�ects of immigration� To this end� I use the ���
 Census and several

issues of the INS Statistical Yearbook� The skills �or the education level� of immigrants are

divided into three groups�

�� �low�skilled�� high school or less�

�	



�� �medium�skilled�� more than high school but less than a bachelor�s degree�

�� �high�skilled�� a bachelor�s degree or more�

This yields three roughly equally sized skill groups� low�� medium�� and high�skilled adult

immigrants account for ���
�� �	���� and ������ respectively� All illegal immigrants are

assumed to be low�skilled� The distribution of skills among adolescent immigrants �
���

years old� is assumed to be the same as for ����� year old new immigrants who immigrated

before the age of �
 �of which ���� 	��� and ��� are low�� medium�� and high�skilled�

respectively��

Estimates of the wage pro�les of natives and immigrants �of di�erent age� skill� and age

at the time of immigration� are reported in Storesletten ������� The estimation technique

involves accounting for changes in national origin� gender� and the age of new immigrants

over the ���
��
 period�� Immigrants who came when they were� say� �� years old� earn on

average �� less than natives over their remaining lifetime and those who immigrated when

�� years old earn ��� less� Borjas ����
� and others �nd the di�erence in earnings to be

larger� Since the public �nance implications of immigration are very sensitive to the labor

income of natives� I also try an alternative earnings pro�le where immigrants earn �
� less

than my estimates� roughly in line with the �ndings of Borjas ����
��

The technology is standard� I assume a standard Cobb�Douglas production function taking

labor and capital as inputs� Yt � ztK
�
tN

���
t � Following Cooley � Prescott ������� the

capital�s share of income� �� and the �annualized� depreciation rate� 
� are set to 
�	 and

	���� respectively� The steady state growth rate in consumption per capita� !� is ����

�annualized�� which equals the average annual US growth rate in GNP per capita over the

last two decades� Accordingly� z���t � �� � !�t�

��� Government

For calibrating several parameters of �scal policy� I will use a ��scal reform� economy where

the current immigration policy is pursued and the budget is balanced through increasing

taxes as a benchmark� Total federal� state and local tax revenues were ����� of GNP in

� Agents in the model di�er in age� skills� legal status� and age at the time of immigration� so estimating
e�ciency units ei�q�l�m requires aggregation over sex� national origin� etc� The approach in Storesletten
������ is to divide the �� ���� Census sample into �� � � � �� � � � � boxes �age� education� age at the
time of immigration� area of origin� and sex�� and to compute the average wage� wi�q�m�a�s� for each box� The
relative weights� Qi�q�m�a�s� of type �i� q�m� a� s� immigrants are then used for computing weighted average
wage proles for new immigrants� �ei�q�m �

P
a

P
s wi�q�m�a�s �Qi�q�m�a�s Since legal status is not identied in

the ���� Census� I assume that no di�erences in wages between legal and illegal immigrants are left after
controlling for education� area of origin� age� age at the time of immigration� and sex� Thus� ei�q�l�m � �ei�q�m
for l � f�� �g�

��



����� The income tax rate of the �status quo� �scal policy is calibrated to � � ������ which

would make total tax revenues amount to ����� of output in the �rst period of the �scal

reform economy �the equilibrium tax rate in the �scal reform economy exceeds ������ which

I will return to in Section ��� The payrolls tax� �S� is set to ����� of labor income�

The bene�t taxation function� ���� implies that bene�ts are taxed at three di�erent marginal

tax rates$ 
� ���� and 	���� of the income tax rate � � In the US tax code the brackets

depend on a joint function of bene�ts and other income� I have abstracted from this by

letting ��� depend on social security bene�ts only� The brackets where the marginal tax

rates apply are computed from the tax code for an individual with income �less transfers�

equal to the average income of retirees in the steady state of the �scal reform economy�

In this case� the brackets are ��	� and ���� times GNP per capita �the highest marginal

taxation of bene�ts in the actual tax code� 
��� of � � cannot be reached for an agent with

only average non�transfer income�� The results are not very sensitive to the speci�cation of

���� see Section ����

Recall that government consumption is modeled as Gt � ���!�
t
P

i�q�l�m gi �i�q�l�m�t where gi
is government purchases of goods and services for an agent of age i in the base year� Using

population data� the National Income and Product Accounts� and the Auerbach et al� ������

estimates of age speci�c shares in non Social Security government expenditures� the levels

of gi are computed to �
���� ������ and ����� of GNP per capita for the age groups ���	�

����	� and ���� respectively� This ensures a level of overall government consumption of

����� of GNP in the �rst period of the �scal reform economy� the same as in �����

I assume all workers� except illegal immigrants� to be enrolled in Social Security� The Old

Age Insurance �OAI� formula is a function h��� of average indexed monthly earnings �AIME��

h is piecewise linear with two �bend points�� The bend points are set to �
� and ���� of

monthly GNP per capita based on data from the annual actuary reports� The replacement

rates �i�e� slopes of h� within brackets �� �� and � are �
�� ���� and ���� respectively�

Recall that the bene�ts from survivors� insurance �SI�� disability insurance �DI�� and hospital

insurance �HI�� plus the subsidy part of supplementary medical insurance �SMI� are modeled

as age dependent lump sum transfers �i� I use unpublished data from the Social Security

Administration to estimate the lump sum transfers�

All agents who have contributed to the Social Security system for more than ten years qualify

for bene�ts according to US law� irrespective of whether they currently reside in the US or

abroad� Using historical immigration �gures and the calibrated return migration process� I

�nd that ��
�


 return migrants would have quali�ed for Social Security bene�ts in ���
�

Warren � Peck ����
� report that the Social Security administration in ���
 paid bene�ts

to ��
�


 return migrants �many countries have bilateral treaties with the US limiting the

scope of collecting pension bene�ts from more than one country�� Hence� I assume that

���� or �� of the return migrants claim the bene�ts they are entitled to� Moreover� return

��



migrated agents do not participate in Medicare and the age pro�le of "�i is set accordingly�

So far I have dealt with the Social Security transfers� All other transfers on federal� state

and local level �welfare� unemployment bene�ts� etc��� which added up to �� of GNP in

����� are distributed evenly as on all natives and legal immigrants as part of �i� Aggregate

government transfers in the �rst period� T�� are then �	�	� of GNP in the �scal reform

economy� the same as the total federal� state and local transfers and subsidies in �����

��� Initial conditions

I use the ���� distribution of natives as the initial condition for the population� The initial

distribution of immigrants across age and skills is taken from the ���
 Census� Fix � Passel

����	� report that about ��� million immigrants resided illegally in the US in ����� Thus�

��� out of the initial � million low�skilled immigrants constitute the initial distribution of

illegal immigrants�

The initial government debt� which consists of �nancial assets of the federal� state and local

governments� is set to �
� of GNP in the �scal reform economy�

The initial distribution of assets is the steady state distribution of assets scaled so that the

initial capital to output ratio is ��� �in the �scal reform economy�� The steady state capital

to output ratio in this economy is only ��	� and agents must hold ���� more wealth than

in steady state to reach ����	 To understand the impact of the initial capital stock� I also

experiment with a lower initial capital to output ratio and a higher discount factor ��

	 The ���� increase in individual wealth di�ers from ������� for two reasons� First� the initial popu	
lation distribution di�ers from the steady state distribution� and second� the initial debt to output ratio�
���� exceeds the steady state debt to output ratio �	����� Thus� the initial wealth to output ratio is ���
����������� which is higher than the steady state wealth to output ratio of ����� Moreover� note that there
is� at most� one stable steady state with Kt � � for a given pair of immigration policy and scal policy�
As attention has been restricted to constant tax rates and constant immigration rates over time� the initial
conditions and immigration policy will determine the constant income tax rate � �the lowest tax rate that
satises the government�s budget constraint ����� Equally� the initial conditions� scal policy� and a partic	
ular distribution of new immigrants pin down the required number of new immigrants and the future path
of government debt� Indeed� if the tax rates or the immigration policy were allowed to vary over time� then
the need for higher taxes or increased immigration during the demographic transition could be alleviated by
for example aiming for a higher long	run debt to output ratio�

��




 Findings


�� Fiscal reform

Before turning to the immigration policy reform experiments I will describe the �scal re�

form economy� where the current immigration policy is pursued and the budget is balanced

through increasing taxes�

The equilibrium income tax rate � in this economy is ������ 	�	� points higher than the

�status quo� tax rate of ������ Thus� a once and for all immediate tax hike of 	�	� points

would preempt the need for any future �scal reform associated with the demographic tran�

sition� Moreover� the government budget� including interest payments� would run surpluses

from the �rst period�

Note that the rate of growth in GNP will be lower than ! during the initial periods� There

are two reasons for this� First� the growth in the aggregate labor input will be sluggish as

the population is ageing rapidly� Second� the initial wealth to output ratio ����� is very high

compared with its steady state level ���
�� due to a large initial government debt and a big

initial capital to output ratio� As agents reduce their wealth� the aggregate capital stock

falls sharply� This fall is mirrored by an increase in the rate of return on capital �before tax��

which rises from ���� in the �rst period to �
�
� in steady state� see Figure ��

�Figure � about here�

In the �scal reform economy� Social Security bene�ts paid to return migrants constitute


�
	� of GNP� or ��� billion ���� dollars annually� in the �rst period� The aggregate bequests

in the �rst period amount to ���� of GNP�

The age pro�les of consumption and work e�ort in this economy �t reasonably well with the

data� Figure � plots average empirical age pro�les of consumption per household member

and annual hours� These compare favorably with the theoretical steady state pro�les of

consumption and work e�ort for natives� displayed in Figure 	� Di�erences worth pointing

out are that the data exhibit a sharper decline in consumption after the age of �
 than does

the model� Moreover� work e�ort after retirement ���� is by assumption zero in the model�

compared to �	� hours in the data� Age pro�les of consumption and work e�ort for the

alternative immigration reform economies are quantitatively quite similar to those displayed

for the �scal reform economy�

�Figures ��	 about here�

��




�� Immigration policy reform

A central aim of the numerical experiments is to investigate if immigration policy reform

alone can be used as an instrument to satisfy the government�s long�run budget constraint

����� given that current tax and spending policies remain unchanged$ that is� if the income

tax rate � is lowered to the �status quo� level of ������

To this end� I explore a particular type of policies� let future immigration of each age and

skill group of legal immigrants be some fraction of the population� �xed over time� and let

the mix of country and gender of new immigrants be the same as for current immigrants�

For each single age�skill group of new legal immigrants� I compute the smallest annual in�ow

of such immigrants� over and above the status quo �ows of immigrants� that would balance

the budget in the long run�

The �rst row in Table � summarizes the key results for the benchmark calibration� Within

this class of policies� I �nd that the budget can be balanced with a su cient in�ow of any

age group of high�skilled immigrants in the age group �
��	� So any mix of �
��	 year old

high�skilled immigrants could constitute a feasible policy� and if the attention is restricted

to immigrants under �
 or over �	� there is no policy within this class that can balance

the budget without increasing taxes or reducing government spending� For medium�skilled

immigrants� the feasible age range is ���	�� while no positive in�ow of legal low�skilled

immigrants can balance the government budget�

As can be seen from the �rst row of Table �� 	
�		 year old high�skilled immigrants is the

group with the lowest fraction of new immigrants required to balance the budget� 
�����

annually� or about ��� million� compared to �		� today� This policy will be referred to as

the immigration reform policy and if pursued� the steady state population growth would

be 
��� annually� The equilibrium path for the interest rate in this economy is plotted in

Figure ��

Thus� to the extent that an immigration reform which involves admitting ��� million 	
�		

year old high�skilled immigrants annually is feasible� the government can choose between

this reform and an income tax hike of 	�	� points� While admitting ��� million high�skilled

immigrants conceivably could be feasible from a domestic political point of view� attracting

such a large number of high�skilled middle aged immigrants might� in practice� be a bigger

obstacle to feasibility� In comparison� the number of high�skilled ���	� year old immigrants

required to balance the budget is ��� million� or 
��
� of the population annually �simple

average across age groups ���	� in Table ��� Currently only ���
� of the new immigrants�

about ��
�


 annually� are ���	� years old and high�skilled �according to the ���
 Census

�� sample�� But even though the prospects of achieving� say� an elevenfold increase of this

�gure seems slim� tripling or quadrupling the size of this group would still go a long way in

alleviating the need for �scal reform�

��



The strong �scal impact of immigration can be further demonstrated by considering the

evolution of the debt to output ratio in the immigration reform economy� displayed in Fig�

ure �� The debt to output ratio declines every period until �
	
 and after having pursued

the benchmark immigration policy for �� years� the government debt is reduced to �� of

GNP� The government budget� excluding interest payments� is running a surplus from ����

to �
��� while the government runs a de�cit until �


 if interest payments are included�

�ve years more than in the �scal reform economy�

�Figure � about here�


�� Net present value calculations

An alternative way of expressing the quantitative impact of immigration on the government

budget is to compute the net discounted gain to government of admitting one extra immi�

grant� My aim is to compute this �gure under the status quo �scal policy� so I will use

the immigration reform economy as a starting point for the net present value calculations�

For expositional purposes� these are partial equilibrium exercises in that I ignore potential

changes in prices and bequests due to increased immigration� These general equilibrium

e�ects will be embedded later�

Let S�i� q� l�m� t� denote tax revenues minus government consumption and transfers directly

incurred by an agent �i� q� l�m� in period t� Simply computing the net present value of

fS�i� q� l�m� t�gIi�m is not su cient for determining the net contribution of an immigrant�

however� One must also include the cost or gain associated with potential future children�

grandchildren� etc� The net discounted gain� NPV�q� l�m� t�� including the cost of future

children� of receiving one new immigrant �or native newborn� of type �q� l�m� in period t�

must then satisfy

NPV�q� l�m� t� �
IX

i�m

�S�i� q� l�m� t� i�m� �

� �i���q�l�mNPV�
� 
� �� t� i�m�
�
�� �Rt��#

i�m
j�� �� �Rt�j� ����

where �m���q�l�m � 
 for notational convenience� The NPV of a native newborn in period

t� NPV�
� 
� �� t�� is computed by applying ���� recursively starting from steady state at

t � �

� and found to be ����


� Note that a negative NPV of newborn natives can be

consistent with government budget clearing because there is a su cient number of working�

age agents alive whose NPV of remaining tax revenues minus expenditures are large and

positive�

�





�� Impact of skills

NPV pro�les across age and skills for new immigrants are displayed in Figure �� The �skill�

of an adolescent immigrant is de�ned as the education she will acquire in the future� Thus�

the NPV of� say� a �low�skilled� adolescent immigrant is the NPV conditional on her being

low�skilled her entire life�

The results reveal dramatic di�erences in �scal impact across these groups� net government

gain of new immigrants ranges from ��	�


 for an infant immigrant who will remain low�

skilled during her entire life� to ����


� or ��
 times annual GNP per capita� for a 	
�		

year old high�skilled immigrant� Thus� denying a prospective 	
�		 year old high�skilled

immigrant a visa is expected to cost the government ����


�

�Figure � about here�

Conditional on age� the NPV of high�skilled immigrants exceed the NPV of medium�skilled

immigrants which� in turn� dominate the NPV of low�skilled immigrants� except for immi�

grants past the retirement age� In fact� the NPV of low�skilled immigrants is negative for

all age groups� which explains why no positive in�ow of low�skilled immigrants would su ce

to balance the budget� In contrast� all high�skilled working�age immigrants yield a positive

NPV�

All age pro�les exhibit a strong hump�shape which peaks between �� and 		� re�ecting a

trade�o� between a longer remaining working life on the one hand� and a smaller number

of new children on the other� The local maximum for �
��	 year old immigrants is due

to the minimum requirement of ten years of Social Security contributions for receiving full

bene�ts� Thus� ����� year old immigrants is the last group which can enjoy full Social

Security bene�ts during retirement� After ��� all groups coincide �since skills by assumption

distinguish immigrants on productivity only�� The NPV of retired immigrants increases

monotonically with age as the remaining lifetime becomes shorter�

The global maximum occurs later for high�skilled immigrants �	
�		� than for medium�

and low�skilled immigrants �������� Social Security bene�ts relative to tax contributions are

lower for the high�skilled than for the other skill groups� so getting to the peak earnings years

�	
��
� more quickly becomes relatively more important than avoiding the costs associated

with retirement� If the cost of children is excluded �which is equivalent to a zero fertility

assumption�� the peak NPV comes ���
 years earlier for the low� and medium�skilled� In�

cluding the cost of children is of most importance for immigrants who come before they are

��� If the cost of children was excluded� the NPV of this group would be ���


 higher�

The timing of the peak is also in�uenced by the discount rate� If the sequence of individual

net contributions� fS�i� q� l�m� t�gIi�m� is discounted at� say� 	� �annualized� instead of the

equilibrium return on capital �in Figure ��� the NPV pro�les would peak at �
��	 for all skill

��



groups� With a lower discount rate� the humps shift to the left since the costly retirement

years are discounted to a smaller extent� Indeed� if the cost of future children is excluded�

the global maximums occur� in this case� at ����� for the high� and medium�skilled and at

�
��� for the low�skilled�

Given the empirical age structure of new immigrants currently admitted to the US� I can

compute the government gain� in net present value terms� of admitting one additional �rep�

resentative� legal immigrant by weighting the age structure of current new immigrants with

the net present value pro�les in Figure �� This yields a net average gain of a mere ��	

�

which compares to NPVs of representative high�� medium�� and low�skilled immigrants of

����


� ���


� and ���


� respectively�

In contrast� the NPV of a representative illegal immigrant is ��	�


� given the rather

extreme assumptions that they incur the same government consumption as natives� pay no

taxes� receive no transfers� and have the same return migration process as legal immigrants�


�� General equilibrium e�ects in the NPV analysis

Incorporating general equilibrium e�ects of immigration would be likely to reduce the net

bene�t of immigrants� If immigration is not associated with a capital in�ow �as I have

assumed here�� an increase in immigration tends to raise the capital to output ratio which

makes the interest rate increase and reduces wages for all agents� Recall that these e�ects

might be expected to work against immigrants� since the cost of servicing the public debt

would rise� and tax revenues fall because most tax revenues are collected from labor under

the US tax system� Even if changes in prices were extremely small� the total impact on the

government budget would not necessarily be negligible since the price e�ects apply to the

entire population�

The general equilbrium e�ects are manifested in that some groups of immigrants� e�g� the

�
��	 year old medium�skilled� have a positive NPV� even though the future �scal problems

cannot be resolved by admitting a positive number of these immigrants� To quantify the

importance of general equilibrium e�ects in a more direct way� I compare the above net

present value calculations with a present value calculation in which prices and bequests

do move in response to an in�ow of new immigrants� The methodology is described by the

following experiment� using� say� the immigration policy reform economy as a starting point�


�� Admit one additional legal high�skilled 	
�		 year old immigrant during the �rst period

and revert to the benchmark immigration policy thereafter �in absolute numbers��


Note that if the budget� in addition to admitting a large number of immigrants� was balanced partially
through a tax hike and�or by spending cuts� the net gain would be larger so the calculation at hand could
be interpreted as a lower bound on the net government gain of new immigrants�

��



�� Measure by how much the government debt could be increased �decreased�� relative

to the benchmark policy� and still balance the budget in the long run� This change is

equivalent to the discounted net government gain �loss� of admitting a 	
�		 year old

high�skilled immigrant� The perturbation in public debt is assumed to be redistributed

in a lump sum fashion�

I found the results to be substantially di�erent from the partial equilibrium case� the net

gain per 	
�		 year old high�skilled immigrant decreased to ����


� a reduction of ���

relative to the partial equilibrium exercise�


�
 The role of return migration

Return migration is a central part of the demographic process� and� to the extent that

public policy can in�uence return migration� one would like to understand its impact on

public co�ers� To this end� I contrast the benchmark return migration process to a case of

no return migration� The NPV pro�les for high�skilled immigrants� displayed in Figure ��

reveal that reducing return migration to zero would increase the NPV of ��	� year old

immigrants and lower the NPV for others� The calibrated return migration process implies

substantial emigration after the �rst ��ve�year� period� Thus� groups which �in the near

future� face a long sequence of positive �negative� contributions to government should see

their NPV increase �decrease� if return migration is lowered� Indeed� all immigrants over

�
 do retire within �� years� Moreover� the peak of the NPV pro�le shifts to the left from

	
%		 to ����� years old when return migration is removed as the ����� years old have a

longer remaining working life than the 	
�		 year old immigrants�

This picture is mirrored for the calculations regarding the �ows of immigrants required to

balance the budget� see row � of Table �� A smaller number of new immigrants are required

for all age groups between �
�	�� while a slightly larger number are needed for the �
��	

year old high�skilled immigrants�

�Figure � about here�


�� The role of family migration

Admitting adult immigrants but excluding their �already existing� children may not be

politically feasible� To understand the impact of family migration� I contrast the benchmark

single immigrants case with a case where immigrants bring children who are �� years old

or younger and leave their older children behind� The children are assumed to be medium�

skilled� and the distribution of an immigrant�s children is computed� conditional on her age�

��



by assuming pre�migration fertility rates to be a �xed fraction of native fertility� where this

fraction is set so that the in�ow of immigrants under �� match the data�

The dashed line in Figure � illustrate the e�ect of family unit migration on the NPV pro�le

of high�skilled immigrants� The numbers denote NPV per head of household� including the

children brought from abroad� The e�ects are considerable$ the NPV of �
��
 year old

immigrants decreases by ���


 relative to the single immigrant case� The impact is largest

for �
��� year old immigrants� whose NPV is reduced by ���


� on average� This is because

these families have the largest number of children under ��� on average ���� per adult family

member according to my calculations�

This picture is largely con�rmed when considering the lowest number of immigrants �includ�

ing children� required for balancing the budget� the minimum number of immigrants required

increases to ��
�� of the population annually� The head of the family is then assumed to be

	
�	� years old and high�skilled �see row � of Table ���


� Static accounting exercises

Several studies analyze the public cost or gain from immigration in a static accounting

framework by computing the government surplus in one particular year of all immigrants

currently residing in the US� Borjas ����	�� Huddle ����	� and Passel ����	� quantify the

net government gain on immigration in ���� to ��� billion� �	
 billion� and �� billion�

respectively� To contrast my �ndings to these previous studies� I perform a similar exercise

with my model� I consider the current �scal policy and the current immigration policy� disre�

garding that this combination is infeasible� and using the price sequence of the immigration

policy reform experiment� I then compute the net government surplus in the �rst period�

resembling the ��������� period� to be about 
���� of GNP� or �� billion in ����� which is

within the range of the previous studies� This �gure includes the government consumption

incurred by illegal immigrants� If illegal immigrants are excluded� the ���� gain increases to

�� billion� according to the model�

Note� however� that the current age distribution of immigrants is favorable� since the surge

in immigration is a recent phenomenon� If the static accounting exercise is performed for

future periods �again� under the current immigration and �scal policies�� it will produce

negative numbers for legal immigrants after �� periods ��� years��


�� Sensitivity analysis

To check the sensitivity of the absence of public goods assumption� I assume� alternatively�

that part of government consumption provides a nonrival public good and that future public

�	



goods expenditures� in levels� is a �xed fraction of government consumption in the �scal

reform economy� Thus� additional immigrants do not increase the public goods provision�

and the immigrants� net contributions� S�i� q� l�m� t�� are increased accordingly� I set the

fraction of public goods in government consumption to ���� which equals the ���
��	 share

of national defense� foreign a�airs� and general science� space and technology in government

purchases of goods and services� Moreover� agents� preferences are assumed to be additively

separable over the public good on the one hand� and the standard private consumption�

leisure composite on the other� so that the provision of public goods does not a�ect the

agents� decisions� In this case� the NPV of new immigrants increase by a substantial ���




on average$ the younger the immigrants the larger the increase ����


 for 
�	 years old��

The benchmark calibration implies a life expectancy at birth of �� years� The SSA population

projections� for instance� assume life expectancy to increase gradually and reach �� years

by �
��� To explore how sensitive the results are to the mortality assumptions� I study an

extreme case where life expectancy is �� years from period one� Under this demographic

scenario� the implied dependency ratios exceed the SSA projections until �
�
 and reaches

a maximum of 
���� in �
��� The income tax hike and in�ow of 	
�		 year old high skilled

immigrants required to balance the budget are in this case ���� and 
��
�� respectively�

compared to 	�	� and 
���� under the benchmark mortality assumptions� The impact on

the NPV pro�les are qualitatively similar to the case of zero return migration� albeit with

generally smaller quantitative magnitudes�

As discussed in Section ���� the initial wealth to output ratio ����� is considerably higher

than the steady state wealth to output ratio of ��
� In order to understand the impact of

the initial capital stock and steady state wealth level� I experiment with two alternative

speci�cations�

�� reduce the initial capital stock such that the initial capital output ratio is ���� in which

case agents initially hold ��� more wealth than in steady state�

�� increase the discount factor� �� to ��
�� such that steady state capital to output ratio

is ���� In this case agents hold �	� more wealth than in steady state�

The results are quite robust to the initial capital stock� When the initial capital to output

ratio is ���� the smallest number of high�skilled 	
�		 year old immigrants required to balance

the budget nudges down to 
���� of the population annually� A lower initial capital stock

implies a smaller initial GNP and� in turn� permanently lower government expenditures

compared to the benchmark calibration� Thus� less initial capital can require a smaller

immigration reform the way I have calibrated the economy� As the interest rate is generally

higher than in the benchmark calibration� the NPV of a representative new immigrant falls

by �	��

� In contrast� the higher discount factor experiment implies large changes in the

results� the smallest number of high�skilled 	
�		 year old immigrants required to balance

��



the budget is reduced by half to 
��
�� while the NPV of a representative new immigrant

increases by ����

�

All results are sensitive to the wage income of immigrants� To illustrate this� I explore the

case where immigrants earn �
� less than in the benchmark case� which reduces the net

bene�ts of immigration signi�cantly� For example� the NPV of 	
�		 year old high�skilled

immigrants falls by about one sixth� or ���


� and the NPV of a representative immigrant

falls to ���


� The minimum number of new high�skilled immigrants required to balance

the budget increases with about ��� to 
��
� of the population �see row � in Table ���

The NPV of immigrants is negatively related to fertility� since newborn children have a

negative NPV� To check the sensitivity of the calibration� I experiment with �
� higher

fertility rates for high�skilled immigrants� The impact on the lowest number of immigrants

required to balance the budget is negligible for immigrants over ��� For �
��	 year old

immigrants� the increase is a modest ��� points� see row � in Table ��

In equilibrium few agents end up with a positive tax on their social security bene�ts� More�

over� the quantitative results are quite robust to the speci�cation of taxation of bene�ts� To

show this� I carried out an experiment where all retirees pay a tax 
���� on all social security

bene�ts� substantially more than the average level of taxation implied under ���� In this

case� the NPV pro�les hardly move� the maximum change is a ��


 increase in NPV for

�
��	 year old immigrants� Moreover� the minimum number of high�skilled 	
�		 year old

immigrants required to balance the budget nudges up from 
���� to 
��	� of the population

annually� A higher tax on bene�ts might require a slightly larger immigration reform since

the calibrated income tax rate � is 
��� points lower in this case �to ensure that total initial

tax revenues equal ����� of GNP��

� Conclusion

The paper demonstrates that immigration policy has strong quantitative implications for

�scal policy� and argues that the immigration policy should be viewed as an important

determinant of government revenues� In particular� a case is made that skills and age at

the time of arrival are of considerable importance for the cost�bene�t calculation of new

immigrants�

To illuminate the quantitative �scal implications of immigration� I pursue two strategies�

First� I investigate if an immigration policy reform alone could resolve the �scal problems

associated with the ageing of the baby boom generation� Second� I compute the net gov�

ernment gain� in present value terms� of admitting one additional immigrant to the US�

conditional on age and skills at the time of immigration�

Using a calibrated general equilibrium overlapping generations model� which explicitly ac�

��



counts for key di�erences between immigrants and natives� Social Security and the demo�

graphic transition� I �nd that immigration policies that sustain the current �scal policy do

exist and are characterized by increased in�ows of middle aged high� and medium�skilled

immigrants� Admittedly� the American public seems opposed to such large increases in im�

migration� However� when faced with the trade�o� between higher taxes on the one hand

and a larger number of high�skilled immigrants on the other� it seems likely that a majority

would� on the margin� opt for increasing the number of immigrants�

Moreover� the analysis suggests that the discounted net government gain varies considerably

across age and skills of new immigrants� with large and positive �gures for high� and medium�

skilled working�age immigrants� Thus� rather than viewing immigration as a problem� the

perspective should be one of seeing high� and middle�skilled immigrants as an attractive

resource� for which various countries compete� To the extent that one is willing to consider

using the immigration policy for enriching public co�ers� the immigration policy should in�

volve attempts to actively attracting high�skilled immigrants� rather than playing its current

passive door�keeper role� To this end� the paper o�ers clear directions for which groups of

immigrants to target�

This analysis has described how some of the migration rent bene�ts natives via the govern�

ment� The government could� however� get a larger share if it was willing to deviate from

the principle of taxing natives and legal immigrants at the same rates� although such reforms

would have to be traded o� against the reduced attractiveness of the US as a host country�

There has been a recent debate on the desirability of limiting immigration in border states

such as California� Texas� and Florida� These states shoulder a signi�cant part of the cost of

immigration without necessarily receiving the o�setting bene�ts� and immigrants in general

are perceived as a net �nancial burden on state and local government� My analysis does not

consider if this view is valid� since I address public �nance on an aggregate level� although

my results do indicate that some groups� in particular low�skilled and illegal immigrants�

represent big costs for the overall government�

��
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Figure �� The impact of return migration� the lower �dashed� graph is the evolution of a
cohort of immigrants �who arrive when one year old� under the calibrated return migration
process� while the upper �solid� graph is the evolution if the cohort experiences zero return
migration�
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Table �� Key parameter choices� Y� refers to output per capita in the initial period in the
�scal reform economy�
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Figure �� Projected rates of return on capital in the �scal reform economy �solid line� and
the immigration reform economy �dashed line��

Experiment Age of new immigrants�
�
��	 ����� �
��	 ����� 	
�		 	��	� �
��	

Baseline �high skilled� ���� 
��	 
��� 
��� 
��� 
��� ��
�
Medium skilled � ���� ��
� ���� ���� ���� �
Low skilled � � � � � � �
Averaged over skills � ���� ���
 ��	
 ���� ���� �
Family unit 	��
 ��
� ��
� ���� ���
 ��
� ��
�
Low earnings � ���
 
��
 
��
 
��
 ���
 ����
High fertility ��

 
��� 
��� 
��� 
��� 
��� ��
�
No return migration ���� 
��� 
��	 
��
 
��� 
��	 ��	�

Table �� Annual immigration �in percent of population� required to balance the government
budget if the �scal policy is kept unchanged� A dash � means that no positive number of
immigrants was large enough to balance the budget in the long run�
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Figure �� Empirical age pro�les of consumption and work e�ort� The upper panel is con�
sumption per household member �source� Current Expenditure Survey ���
� reproduced
from R��os�Rull �������� The lower panel shows the average annual hours worked per indi�
vidual �source� �� sample of ���
 Census��
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Figure 	� Steady state age pro�les of consumption �upper panel� and work e�ort �lower
panel� in the �scal reform economy�
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Figure �� Projected future debt to output ratio in the immigration reform economy�
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Figure �� Discounted net public gain of admitting additional immigrants� The upper graph
is high�skilled immigrants �the benchmark case�� the middle graph is medium�skilled immi�
grants� and the lower graph refers to low�skilled immigrants� Net public gain of newborn
natives is marked by a & on the y�axis� All results are partial equilibrium calculations� with
the prices and �scal policy of the immigration reform economy� and are reported in ����
dollars�
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Figure �� Discounted net public gain of admitting additional immigrants� The solid graph
refers to high�skilled immigrants �the benchmark case�� The dotted line is net public gain of
high�skilled immigrants if there is no return migration� while the dashed line is the average
net public gain per head of household if immigrants are admitted in family units and bring
children who are �� years old or younger ��age� on the x�axis denotes the age of the head
household�� Net public gain of newborn natives is marked by a & on the y�axis� All results are
partial equilibrium calculations� with the prices and �scal policy of the immigration reform
economy� and are reported in ���� dollars�
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